Abstract. A standard theorem concerning the decomposition of a representation of a compact group on a Hilbert space E is generalized to the case when E is locally convex and quasi-complete. As a corollary, it is shown that if E is topologically irreducible, then it is finite dimensional.
1. Introduction. Let a compact group G be represented unitarily on a Hilbert space H. Then there is a "canonical" decomposition H = ©oGq Ha, where the invariant subspaces Ha are indexed by the elements a of G, the set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of G. Each subspace Ha is characterized as the smallest subspace of H containing all invariant subspaces V of type o (V is of type a if the representation of G on V is in o). Each Ha may be expressed (nonuniquely) as a direct sum of invariant subspaces Hoi of type a.
We here replace H by a quasi-complete topological vector space A. Analogues of the above statements are proven. It is also shown that if A is topologically irreducible, then A has finite dimension.
Preliminaries.
2.1. Notation. We let A denote a Hausdorff, locally convex, quasi-complete (closed bounded sets are complete) topological vector space, G a compact topological group which is represented continuously on A. Thus there is a continuous map (g, e)^> g ■ e: G X E -> A such that each map g: e -» g ■ e is linear. The notation (G, A) indicates that G is represented continuously on A.
We use dg, dg', etc. to refer to normalized Haar measure on G. 2.4. Let X be a locally compact topological space. Let K(X) = {/: X -+ C\f is continuous with compact support}, K(X, A) = {/: A"-» E\f is continuous with compact support}. Let A' be the topological dual of A (continu-ous linear functionals), £"* the algebraic dual of E' (all linear functionals). Let p be a measure on A (a continuous linear functional on (K(X), 5"), 9" = topology of uniform convergence on compact sets). If / E K{X, E), define the weak integral off with respect to p as follows:
[e', jj(x) dLtix)^ = JV,/(x)> dii{x)
{e' E E').
2.5. Theorem, (a) Iff E 7<(A, E), then fxf{x) dp.{x) E E.
(b) If q is a continuous seminorm on E, then q{jxf{x) dfi{x)) < .
/*?(/(*)) dii(x). 2.6. Let M{G) be the convolution algebra [2, 19 .12] of G; denote convolution by * . The action of G on E extends to an algebra homomorphism U from M{G) to L{E), the continuous linear operators on E; the extension is given by U{v) ■ e = JG{g-e) dv{g). For a proof of this, see the two paragraphs preceding 4.1.1.2 in [3] ; note that (i) G is compact, so all measures on G have compact support; (ii) the proof uses only quasi-completeness, not completeness, of E.
2.7. Definitions. Let a E G, (G, V) E a. Let vx, . . . , vn (« = da) be an orthonormal basis in V, and let w,°(g) = <[gvJt u,-> (gEG, 1 < /, j < rt), where < , > is the inner product in V. Let ?>"{G) be the linear span in C{G) of the functions «,°, and let °J(G) be the span in C{G) of Uoeg %{G). Let \"{g) = 2"=1<(g) (g E G); Xa is the character of a. See [2, 27.5-27.8]. For the proofs, see [2, 27.19 ; 27.40; 27.24(h); 27.24(iii)].
2.9. Definition. Let (G, E) be a representation, E quasi-complete. Say that (G, E) is o/ fyp<? a if for some (hence any) (G, K) E a, there is a linear isomorphism W: K-> £ such that W(g • o) = g • ff^c). (Thus 1^ intertwines (G, £) and (G, V).) Abusing notation, we write (G, E) E a. Proof. Let q be a continuous seminorm on A. It suffices to show that there is a continuous G-invariant seminorm p such that q(e) < p(e) (e G A). To prove this, let p(e) = supgEC<7(ge); p is an invariant seminorm. To demonstrate continuity of p, let en -+ 0 (a seminorm on A is continuous iff it is continuous at 0). Let e > 0 be given, and let Ue = {e G E\q(e) < e). Since G is compact, it acts equicontinuously on A; let V be a neighborhood of 0 such that G-V G Ue. If h > H0=>e" G V, then n > n0=>p(en) = supgfEGq(gen) < e. So p is continuous.
Let a G G; we define an operator Pa: E -> A as follows:
where Aa is the appropriate character (2.7). By 2.5(a), A0 is well defined; it is easily seen to be linear. has U{<p)Pa = PaU{<p) = U{<j>) (we used the fact that U{daXa) = Pa, which is immediate from the definitions). We now reason as follows. Let Scls©oG(;7ia, and let tj E E' be such that t)\s = 0. Fix a E Gande E E; then for all <j> E WjG), one has P"U(<b)e E S, so 0 = (PaU(4,) ■ e,rf> = <t/(<f>>>, r/> = /"<ge, 7,><|»(g) dg.
JG
Let a vary over G; then <J> may be any element of VJa&r)^"(G), which has dense linear span in C(G) (2.8(b)). It follows that {ge, tj> = 0 for all gEG.
Let g = id to see that tj = 0. Since E is locally convex, S = E.
(c) Suppose Pa(e) = 0 (a E G). Then 0 = U(<p)P0e = [/(<»<? (<f> E %(G)). Repeating part of the proof of (b) shows that <e, tj> = 0 for each tj E 7s*, so e = 0.
Recalling 2.7, pick (G, K) E a. Let c,, . . ., vn (n = df) be an orthonormal basis for V, and let {i/^-jl </,/<«} be the corresponding coordinate functions.
3.5. Lemma. Let 0 j= e E Ea. Then there exist finitely many invariant subspaces {Bj)j=x, I < I < da, (G, Bj) E o, such that e E +'j=xBj {the sum, not the direct sum).
Proof.
We have Xa(g) = S"_i«j,(g). Hence one has e = Pa(e) = da2,"=xU(Ujj) ■ e. Let J E {I, 2, . . . , n} be those integers such that 7/(i^)e t^ 0. Fixing / E J, we will show that (U(uij)e\l < i < n) spans a subspace Bj of the desired type.
We first show that if g E G, then (*) g-U{Urs)=To see this, let a G A, tj g A*, and let g': E' -> A" be the adjoint of g. Then <g-U(urs)a,y]} = <L/(«")a,g'r,> = (\g'a,g'i]}urs(g') dg' JG = (<88'a,-n>"rs(8')dg' = f <g'a,T,>u"(g-'g')</g'.
•'G •'G Now n Urs(g~Xg') = 2 "rp(8~l)ups(g'), p-\ so the equality continues:
Comparing first and last terms show that (*) holds.
Recall j GJ is fixed. Let <?,. = U(Uy) ■ e (1 < / < n). Since t/(t<y)A = PaU(Ujj), e, G E. Define W: V-* Bj = span{e" . . . Apply the above analysis to each/ G /. We obtain subspaces Bj c Ea such that (G, A^) G a. Any two of these subspaces either coincide or intersect in {0} by irreducibility. Form the sum A = +yeyA,; then e = 2,Jf=jU(u~M) ■ e G A. Lemma 3.5 shows that if Ea =f= 0, then A contains "many" irreducible subspaces. We can restate this as follows. Proof. Let M be the set of all collections (A/)/er of distinct subspaces of AD satisfying (G, A,') G a; partially order M by inclusion. By Lemma 3.5, M =£ 0. Clearly we can zornify; let (A,),e/ be maximal in M. Since the A, are distinct and irreducible, A, n A-= {0} (i ¥* j). We now define A = +,E/A,.
If e G ACT, e £ A, perform the construction of 3.5 to obtain subspaces C,-, 1 < / < /, such that (G, C,) G a. At least one CJo is not in (A,),s/, for otherwise e G +J=1C} c + ,e/A,-Add CJo to (A,)/e/ to obtain a contradiction.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 3.9. Theorem. Let E ¥= {0} be topologically irreducible. Then (G, E) E afar some a E G. In particular, E has finite dimension.
Proof. Since E ^ {0}, there exists a E G such that Pa =£ 0 (3.4(c)). Consider one such a; the space Ea is invariant and closed, hence Ea = E. Let e E Ea; by 3.5, e E ®'._xBj, where each (G, Bj) E o. By finite dimensionality -r-'=,7L is closed; it follows easily that / = 1 and that (G, E) E o.
3.10. Corollary. Let £" c E be topologically irreducible. Then E' c Eafor some o E G.
Proof. Since (G, E') E o for some a (3.9), E' c Ea (3.7).
